
June 22-24 2018 FreedomWorks Fly-in Washington, D.C.

“30 Tweets can change a Vote!”

On June 22, 2018, Mel and a few of us traveled to Washington DC for the annual Freedom Works Fly-in.  
We spent an amazing weekend with dozens of like-minded patriots as we shared ideas on moving 
congress toward less government and less regulations.

Saturday started at 8:30 am as we delved into learning the facts about “Second Chances” legislation and 
panel discussing legalized theft through civil asset forfeiture.  We heard from former VA Attorney 
General Ken Cuccinelli and from a panelist of young conservatives from the Justice Action Network, 
Families Against Mandatory Minimums and the American Conservative Union.  

We ate a quick lunch and then it was back to work.  Kathy Hartkopf, FreedomWorks Campaign 
Consultant walked us through an explosive hour of tweeting using the #ampfw and the power it has 
over changing minds and votes (Activist Modernization Plan).  We learned that 30 tweets can change a 
vote.  Within a one-hour period of 40+ people tweeting “#ampfw #draftjimjordan” we were trending 
number 3 on twitter!  Imagine the impact that has when we all send out even one tweet each day!

We heard more from Patrick Hedger, Director of Policy at FreedomWorks, about the impact we are 
having in supporting the Regulatory Action Center and what we can do as activist to make our voices 
heard in congress through social media.  We heard from the Chief Marketing Officer and Executive VP of
ALEC. (American Legislative Exchange Council) ALEC is non-profit organization of conservative legislators 
and private sector representatives who draft and share model state-level legislation for distribution 
among state governments in the US. www.alec.org

Saturday night we had dinner with the President of Freedom Works, Adam Brandon and economist 
Stephen Moore.  On Sunday morning we enjoyed breakfast with FreedomWorks Senior Fellow Reverend
CL Bryant.  It didn’t take long before CL had everyone up on our clapping and cheering for our country.  

We finished the afternoon up with a discussion about FreedomWorks support of the free market 
solution via the Creates Act of 2018 (HR 2212 and S.974). Unlike proposals to reduce the high cost of 
prescription drugs by imposing government price controls, the Creates Act removes barrier to 
completion by shortening the time between a drug’s going off-patent and the date when a competitors’ 
products can enter the market.  

TAKE ACTION NOW!
Now here’s what I need you to do right now…

Get out your phone, go to Twitter and tweet these three tweets.
You must include #ampfw in every tweet from here on in.

#ampfw #draftjimjordanforSOTH .@freedomWorks  .@realDonaldTrump   .@jim_jordan  .@BrianMastFL
#MAGA    .@freedomcaucus

#ampfw #SupportCreatesAct .@freedomWorks   .@realDonaldTrump   .@BrianMastFL
#MAGA .@freedomcaucus

@ampfw #makedishwashersgreatagain   #MAGA   .@realDonaldTrump  .@freedomWorks


